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1 Overview

Give a short answer to the following questions.

(a) Which superfield functions are required to completely determine an N = 1
SUSY model? How do they enter the Lagrangian? Explain why those contri-
butions are supersymmetric.

(b) Which building blocks are used to construct the MSSM, and how are the fields of
the SM embedded? Why is it necesary to introduce an R−symmetry? Explain
the concept.

2 Massive representations of Supersymmetry

In order to explore the particle content of SUSY theories we will use the Wigner
Method. For that purpose one identifies for a given 4-momemtum qµ a representa-
tion of a certain subgroup H of the SUSY group which leaves qµ invariant. Then
one constructs the representations of H on the |qµ〉 states. Let us consider the
supersymmetry algebra with massive irreps., no central charges, and N supersym-
metries.

(a) Take as the rest-frame momentum qµs = (m, 0, 0, 0). Which are the generators
of the subset H which leave qµs invariant?

(b) Check that the supersymmetry algebra acting on the rest-frame states is:

{Qαi, Q̄β̇j} = 2δαβ̇δijm (1)

{Q,Q} = 0, {Q̄, Q̄} = 0

[Jm, Jn] = εmnrJr[
Qαi, Jm

]
= i(σm)αβQ

βi[
Q̄α̇i, Jm

]
= i(σm)α̇

β̇
Q̄β̇i

(c) Consider now the Clifford vacuum Qi
α|qµs 〉 = 0 ∀ α, i. Construct the states by

appliying the creation operators aj†α = Q̄j
α̇/
√

2m on the vacuum. How many
states do you have for a given N ? Which aj†α ’s lower the J3 component of the
angular momemtum, and which raise it?
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(d) For the case N = 1 and a Clifford vacuum with spins j = 0, 1
2
, construct the

irreps. and specifiy their spin.

3 Superfields

We start from the general expansion of a superfield F and the differential operator
D̄α̇:

F = f(x) + θφ(x) + θ̄χ̄(x) + θ2m(x) + θ̄2n(x) + θσµθ̄Vµ(x) + θ2θ̄λ̄+ (2)

+ θ̄2θψ(x) + θ2θ̄2d(x),

D̄α̇ = − ∂

∂θ̄α̇
− iθασµαα̇∂µ.

(a) Impose the left-chirality constraint D̄Φ = 0, with D̄ in the non-chiral repre-
sentation, to show that the component fields are not constrained by differential
equations in xµ.

(b) Choose the left-chiral representation for the covariant derivatives yµ = xµ + iθσµθ̄.
Obtain the expresion for D̄α̇ in this representation.

(c) Deduce the general form of a left-chiral superfield in coordinates yµ and xµ.

4 The Wess-Zumino model

The Lagrangian of the Wess-Zumino model is given by:

L =

∫
d2θd2θ̄φφ† +

[∫
d2θmφ2 + λφ3 + h.c.

]
. (3)

(a) Calculate the superpotential using the left-chiral representation. Argue that
the shift which connects the regular and the left-chiral representations does not
change the Lagrange density.

(b) Calculate the contributions from the Kähler potential. Use again the left-chiral
representation.
Hint: Use φφ† = φL(x, θ) exp[−2iθσµθ̄∂µ][φL(x, θ)]†

(c) Calculate the EOM for the F-field and use the result to eliminate F from the
Lagrange density given in (3).

(d) Show that the scalar potential V (φ) is obtained from the superpotential via

V (φ) =

∣∣∣∣∂W (ϕ)

∂ϕ

∣∣∣∣2 , (4)

where W (ϕ) means to take the superpotential W (φ) and set all components but
ϕ to zero.
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5 D-term SUSY Breaking

We consider the Lagrangian

L =

∫
d2θd2θ̄[Φ†e2qV Φ + 2ξV ] +

1

4

∫
d2θWαWα + h.c. (5)

where Φ = (ϕ, ψ, F ) is a chiral superfield, V a vector superfield (use WZ gauge), q
is the U(1) charge of Φ, and ξ is a real parameter (the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter).

(a) Calculate L and the D-term equation of motion from (5). What is the scalar
potential V (ϕ)?
Hint: Expand e2qV = 1 + 2qV + 2q2V 2 + . . . and work in WZ gauge or use the
result from the exercise sheets.

Now we want to discuss the two possible cases (i) qξ < 0 and (ii) qξ > 0.

(b) Which symmetries are broken in the cases (i) and (ii)?

(c) In case (i), we see from the shape of the scalar potential V (ϕ) that its radial
component gets massive while its angular component stays massless. Verify this
via a computation.

(d) In case (ii), all particles except ϕ stay massless. Show this via explicit calcu-
lation. Also calculate the mass of ϕ.

6 A no-scale supergravity model

Consider the Kähler potential K = − ln (S + S∗)− 3 ln(T + T ∗), and the superpo-
tential

W = −w + κm3
SU exp(−3S/|b8|), (6)

with w, k arbitrary real quantities, and |b8| a real positive number.

(a) Compute the scalar potential, and simplify it to get

V =
(S + S∗)|FS|2

(T + T ∗)
. (7)

(b) For which values of S and T is the potential minimized? What is the value of
the potential at the minimum?

(c) Write down the gravitino mass in terms of the VEVs at the minimum.

(d) Is this a supersymmetric vacuum? Argue why / why not.

(e) Explain why this is called a no scale model.
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